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MSI VIGOR WR01 Keyboard Wrist Rest 'Black with Iconic Dragon
design, Cool Gel-infused memory foam, Non-slip rubber base,
Incline shape, Keyboard add on accessory for VIGOR Series
Keyboard, Compatible with most Gaming Keyboards'

Brand : MSI Product code: VIGOR WR01

Product name : VIGOR WR01 Keyboard Wrist Rest 'Black with
Iconic Dragon design, Cool Gel-infused memory foam, Non-slip
rubber base, Incline shape, Keyboard add on accessory for
VIGOR Series Keyboard, Compatible with most Gaming
Keyboards'

- Inclined for comfort
- Cool & Smooth surface
- Antibacterial coating
- Cooling gel-infused pad
- Strong Footing
- Ergonomic design
Lycra, Memory Foam, black, 300g

MSI VIGOR WR01 Keyboard Wrist Rest 'Black with Iconic Dragon design, Cool Gel-infused memory foam,
Non-slip rubber base, Incline shape, Keyboard add on accessory for VIGOR Series Keyboard, Compatible
with most Gaming Keyboards':

INCLINED FOR COMFORT
The WR01's ergonomic shape will provide you optimal comfort and support with any full size keyboard.

COOL & SMOOTH SURFACE WITH ANTIBACTERIAL COATING
Made from ice silk lycra with an antibacterial coating, the WR01's surface is smooth and cool to the
touch.

COOLING GEL-INFUSED PAD
A specially engineered memory foam will keep your hands cool and comfortable during your gaming
sessions.

STRONG FOOTING
Designed with Anti-slip rubber base to minimize movement on your desk.

Features

Material Memory foam, Rubber
Product colour Black

Weight & dimensions

Dimensions (WxDxH) 432 x 86 x 25 mm
Weight 300 g

Weight & dimensions

Package weight 360 g

Technical details

Harmonized System (HS) code 84733080

Packaging content

Quantity 1
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